
   SMART Podium™ 624 
Interactivity for any teaching environment

Add interactivity to your projectors, displays and computers in the 
classroom and at home to add interactivity and engage students 
anywhere. 

SMART Podium easily adds touch, gestures and digital ink in the files and 
applications your teachers already know and use, then projects them to 
a large format display for more effective and natural teaching.

SMART Notebook or SMART Meeting Pro software included

24” Full HD 
touch screen 

Cordless, 
battery-free pen
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Increase student engagement and comprehension with 
effective, interactive teaching.
Effortlessly interact with content. The SMART Podium is easy even for first-time users to touch and gesture, 
write with the pen, and erase with the eraser, without distracting toolbars or menus.  Exceptionally simple 
to deploy and support, with proven quality, best-in-class touch and ink and a robust warranty. 

Features

Plug & Teach Enjoy 10 points of precise interaction on 
Windows and Mac computers, so teachers can use the 
devices and software applications they choose. Also 
provides automatic pen and eraser recognition in supported 
Chrome OS applications

Fluent integration with Windows Ink in the pen-enabled 
applications your teachers already know and use, including 
One Note, Microsoft Office and more. 

Natural and intuitive interaction Touch and gesture, write 
with the pen, and erase with the eraser without the use of 
toolbars, menus or overlays. 

Palm reject. Rest a palm on the display to write comfortably .

Re-project at any size. With HDCP compliant video out, 
project both analog or digital video to any projector or 
display, making content crisp and clear in rooms of any size.

Supports HDMI, DVI-I, and VGA with included adaptor cables.

Battery-free cordless pen. Pressure inking, an eraser and 
customizable buttons give teachers everything they need to 
navigate and mark up content effortlessly. 

Convenient controls. Pre-programed buttons switch digital 
ink colors or open the floating SMART Ink toolbar to access 
even more writing and presentation tools.

High-quality, adjustable writing surface. An anti-glare 
surface and ultra-smooth Silktouch™ finish, plus an included 
stand adjustable between 11° to 73° , teachers can use the 
podium for hours at any angle and without finger burn. 

Free software that meets your needs
SMART Ink™  gives teachers the power to markup anything, 
anywhere – even in applications without ink tools. Add and 
move notes, erase, or even convert ink to text. Overlay-free 
SMART Ink maintains annotations, allowing users move to 
between applications and revisit notes. 

Your choice of desktop software:

SMART Notebook® gives you the power to create learning 
experiences using tools that are fun, interactive and engage 
students. It provides a platform for compelling whole class 
instruction that invites students to engage with lesson content.  

SMART Meeting Pro® is a powerful visual collaboration 
software. Create and capture ideas in the virtually unlimited 
interactive Unbound Workspace to keep meetings organized 
and easily communicate outcomes. One room and 10 
personal licenses of Meeting Pro are included.

Sample Uses
Education and training presentations
• Lecture halls, auditoriums and classrooms
• Corporate training meeting rooms
Distance learning
• Present from anywhere to large groups
Flipped learning
• Markup content while recording lessons for 

students to watch outside of class
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